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MARTIN 010435 /  
MONACA 010436
Polo pique with twill collar in contrast colour. 

Stitchings at armpit and side slits are in contrast 

colour. Necktape and side slits tape have red 

contrast piping.

QUALITY: 100% combed cotton.    

WEIGHT:  240 g/m2   

SIZE:  S–XXL

SIZE: 36/S–42/XL 

TEXAS BULL  T-SHIRT KIDS 029022 
High quality T-shirt featuring ringspun yarn with 4 layer 1x1 rib collar.

QUALITY:  100% pre-shrunk, super carded cotton  

 (Grey Melange in 85% cotton, 15% viscose)   

WEIGHT:  140 g/m2   

SIZE:  110/120, 130/140, 150/160

 Colours 00, 10, 35, 55 and 99 are also available in sizes  

 70/80 and 90/100.

EATON 029337 
Modern fit single jersey T-shirt. With three contrast 

colour design at shoulders and sleeves.

QUALITY:  100% cotton, single jersey.    

WEIGHT:  180 g/m2   

SIZE:  XS-XXL  

NEWTON 028237  
Comfortable and trendy cotton polo with a three 

colour contrast at reversed side collar, necktape 

and at sleeve cuffs. Placket with 3 buttons.

QUALITY: 100% ring spun, combed cotton.   

WEIGHT:  190 g/m2   

SIZE: XS–3XL 

TEXAS BULL  POLO PIQUÉ 028215  
A polo piqué shirt with three tone-in-tone buttons and side vents.  

The collar has two jaquard-knitted stripes. 

QUALITY:  65% polyester, 35% cotton. (Grey Melange in 85% cotton,  

 15% viscose. Ash in 99% cotton, 1% viscose).   

WEIGHT:  200 g/m2   

SIZE:  XS–4XL (00, 35, 55, 58, 99: XS–6XL) 
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ADEL 022067 / ADEL KIDS 022068
2-coloured tracksuit set with lightly brushed surface. Jacket with 

front pockets, elasticated hem and sleeve endings. Fully zipped. 

Trousers with zip pockets. Elasticated leg endings with zippers.

QUALITY:  Shell 100% polyester. Lining 100% polyester mesh.   

SIZE: XS–XXL 

KIDS SIZE: 110/120, 130/140, 150/160 

MELVIN 023966 /  LYME 023956 
Men’s & Ladies’ antipilling fleece in laminated microfleece for added 

warmth and wind protection. Full zip and raglan sleeve. Overlock seams 

at the collar, on sleeve and hem. Two front pockets with zips.

QUALITY:  100% polyester microfleece.   

WEIGHT:  200 g/m2   

SIZE:  S–XXL (58, 99: S–4XL)

SIZE: 36/S–44/XXL

JEROME 023955
Ladies’ antipilling microfleece with half zip and raglan 

sleeve. Decorative overlock seams at the collar, sleeve 

and hem.

QUALITY:  100% polyester microfleece.   

WEIGHT:  200 g/m2   

SIZE:  36/S–44/XXL 

GIBSON L/S 028236 /  ALBA L/S 028238  

Öong sleeved polo pique in ring spun, pre-shrunk cotton,  

with side slits. Placket with 3 buttons and soft collar in flatknit.

QUALITY:  100% combed, ring spun cotton. Collar in 100% soft  

 quality flat knit cotton.   

WEIGHT:  190 g/m2   

SIZE:  XS-3XL

SIZE: 36/S-42/XL 
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CLIQUE  RUTLAND L/S 027935 
Long sleeve ladies’ poplin shirt in stretch quality. Cuffs 

with extra long openings and three buttons as a fashion 

detail. Matching buttons. One front chest pocket. 

Available in six colours. 

QUALITY:  97% cotton, 3% LYCRA®.   

WEIGHT:  125 g/m2   

SIZE:  36/S–42/XL 

TEXAS BULL  SWEATSHIRT HOOD 021094  
Unisex lightweight hooded sweatshirt, brushed inside. 1x1 rib at bottom hem 

and sleeves. Pocket and hood with drawstring to adjust fit. 

QUALITY:  65% polyester, 35% cotton. Brushed inside,    

 double dyed. 1x1 rib with spandex at ribs.  

 (Grey melange 70% polyester, 30% cotton.)   

WEIGHT:  250 g/m2   

SIZE:  XS-3XL 

TEXAS BULL  SWEATSHIRT ROUNDNECK 021093  
Unisex roundneck basic lightweight sweatshirt, brushed inside.  

1x1 rib at bottom hem, sleeves and around neckline.

QUALITY:  65% polyester, 35% cotton. Brushed inside, double dyed. 1x1 rib  

 with spandex at ribs.  

 (Grey melange 70% polyester, 30% cotton.)   

WEIGHT:  250 g/m2   

SIZE:  XS-3XL (58, 99: XS-6XL) 

TEXAS BULL FULL ZIP 021097  
Lightweight unisex sweatshirt with zipper at front, brushed inside. 1x1 rib at 

bottom hem and sleeves. Pockets with zippers at sides. Hood with jersey 

lining and drawstring adjustment.

QUALITY:  65% polyester, 35% cotton. Brushed inside, double dyed.   

 1x1 rib with spandex at ribs. (Grey melange 70% polyester,   

 30% cotton.)   

WEIGHT:  250 g/m2   

SIZE:  XS–3XL 

STAYTON 010815 /  COLETA 010816 
Men’s & Ladies’ sweatshirt with hood and large pocket on the front. Contrast 

colour, decorative seams around sleeves, shoulders and pockets. Adjustable 

hood with contrast colour drawstring. Brushed inside. LYCRA® in ribbing at 

waist and cuffs. 

QUALITY:  80% cotton, 20% polyester  

 (Anthracite in 40% cotton, 60% polyester).   

WEIGHT:  330 g/m2   

SIZE:  S–XXL 

SIZE:  36/S–42/XL
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ALLEN KIDS 020907 
Sporty wind and water resistant jacket with taped seams. 

Reflective piping on the front and in the middle of the back 

of the collar. Two front pockets and one inside pocket. 

Elastic drawstring at the bottom and sleeves with velcro. 

Concealed hood. Opening in the back for ventilation. Zipper in the 

inner lining for easy access to print/embroidery areas. 

QUALITY:  100% nylon.   

SIZE: 110/120, 130/140, 150/160 

TEXAS BULL  PILOT SHIRT S/S 027010 
Short-sleeved poplin shirt with two chest 

pockets with flaps, shoulder straps and 

tone-in-tone buttons. 

QUALITY:  65% polyester,  

 35% cotton.   

WEIGHT:  90-100 g/m2   

SIZE:  XS–XXL 

TEXAS BULL  POPLIN SHIRT S/S 027020 
Short-sleeved poplin shirt with one chest pocket 

and tone in tone buttons. Quality: 65% polyester, 

35% cotton.  

QUALITY:  65% polyester,  

 35% cotton. 

WEIGHT: 90-100 g/m2   

SIZE:  XS–XXL 

CAMBRIDGE 027210 
Oxford woven shortsleeved shirt with a 

chest pocket without flap. Centre back 

pleat and button down collar.  

QUALITY:  100% cotton.   

WEIGHT:  130 g/m2   

SIZE:  S–XXL 

EPPING 020987
Padded vest with luxurious feel inner padding. 

Pockets with zippers and polyester tricot lining. 

Zipper and press studs in front.

QUALITY:  Fabric in nylon canvas with PU   

 coating, lining in nylon and padding   

 in polyester.   

SIZE:  XS–XXL 

MUNFORD 027413
Unisex short sleeve shirt, with 2 pleats at back yoke 

and a hanger loop at outside. One chest pocket 

with a button. Two needle stitching all over.

QUALITY: 100% cotton.   

WEIGHT: 125 g/m2   

SIZE: XS–XXL 

SULLIVAN 027414  
Unisex long sleeve shirt, with 2 pleats at back 

yoke and a hanger loop at outside. One chest 

pocket with a button. A strap inside sleeve to 

keep rolled up in place. Two needle stitching 

all over.

QUALITY:  100% cotton.   

WEIGHT:  125 g/m2   

SIZE:  XS–XXL 
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TEXAS BULL JACKET 020965
Unisex padded wind and water repellent windbre-

aker, body lined with grey melange jersey. Contrast 

zippers, side pockets and one inside pocket.

QUALITY:  Quality shell: 100% polyester.  

 Lining: 100% polyester. Padding:   

 100% polyester.   

SIZE:  XS-XXL 

SPRINGS 024107
Beanie hat in microfleece.

QUALITY: 100% polyester micro fleece.   

WEIGHT:  270 g/m2   

SIZE:  one size 

VICCO 024124 
A classic styled fleece scarf. 

QUALITY:  100% polyester.  

MEASURE: 160x30 cm   

WEIGHT: 270 g/m2 

GROVER 024119
Fine knitted hat with six seams at the top. Knitted 

cotton lining. Great potential for embroidery. Available 

in 4 colours. 

QUALITY:  100% acrylic.   

SIZE:  one size 

MITCHELL 020944  
Water and wind resistant jacket with fold in hood and three 

front pockets, one of which is hidden. One inside pocket. 

Mesh ventilation opening in the back. Hidden press studs 

on the front placket. Tone-in-tone mesh lining and sleeve 

endings with velcro adjusters. Zipper in the lining for easy 

access to the print/embroidery area. 

   

QUALITY:  Outer fabric 100% nylon ottoman.  

 Lining 100% mesh/polyester.   

SIZE:  XS–XXL 

STILLWATER 020985
Ladies’ padded jacket in a wind and water resistant nylon ottoman outer 

fabric. Adjustable hood which is detachable. Two outside pockets with 

zips. One inside pocket for mobile phone with a special opening for 

headset/hands-free. Zipper in the lining for easy access to print/embroi-

dery area.

QUALITY:  Outer fabric in 100% nylon/ottoman with inside PU coating, 

  inside split lining in polyester tricot and nylon,  

 100% polyester filling, polyester tricot inside collar.   

SIZE:  36/S–44/XXL

COMPUTER CASE 040128
Computer cover in ”Neoprene” stretch material to give 

your computer extra protection. Fits 17” widescreen and 

standard 15” computer.

QUALITY: Neoprene.   

MEASURE: 36x28x4.5 cm   

VOLUME: ≈4 l     
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VAIL 020998
Modern and sporty jacket with faux goose padding and 

attractive features. Elastic tipping in contrast colour around 

zipper, bottom sleeve and bottom hem. Side pockets with 

zippers. 

QUALITY:  100% nylon ripstop 290 T W/R + chintz. 

 Lining in 100% polyester 210T.  

 Padding in 100% polyester faux goose down.      

SIZE:  S-XXL 

ORWELL 020988 
Short sailor style jacket in water resistant and breathable 

quality with taped seams. The jacket has extra elastic in 

waist and in the cuffs. Fleece lining inside the jacket and 

inside the collar. Padded arms. Two side pockets on the 

front with zips and one inside pocket. Zipped opening in 

the lining for easy access to print and embroidery areas.

QUALITY: Outer fabric 100% nylon.   

SIZE: XS–XXL 

FREEPORT 020952 
Zipped wind breaker with hood, bottom hem with elastic 

drawstring. Chest pocket is reversible and chest pocket 

becomes a waist-bag. Wind and water repellent. --

QUALITY:  100% polyester.   

SIZE:  XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL 

SANDERS  010177 /  SPARTA  010179  
Men’s & Ladies’s padded softshell jacket with detachable hood and snow 

lock. Pre-curved sleeves, hidden cuff at bottom sleeves. Inner pocket with 

cord loop and reflecting piping at sleeves. W/P 5000 MVP 5000.

QUALITY Shell in 100% polyester with PU film.  

 Lining in 100% polyester. Padding 100% polyester.   

SIZE:  S–XXL (99: S–4XL)

SIZE:  36/S–42/XL (99: 36/S–46/3XL) 

AXSON LADIES 020991 

Ladies’ wind and water repellent jacket, inner pockets with 

headphone openings, chest pocket, front pockets and sleeve 

pockets with zippers. Elastic drawstring in hem and hidden rib 

cuffs inside sleeve endings.

QUALITY:  Shell 100% polyester, lining 100% polyester,   

 padding 100% polyester.      

SIZE:  36/S–42/XL   
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All prices exclude VAT. These conditions are subject to price alterations and apply only while stocks last.
We make reservation for possible errors and omissions excepted. Colour differences between photo and the actual garment may  arise due 

to photo technical reasons and differences in the materials used. 


